




In each of the following questions a 

sentence is given with one blank. You 

have to fill the blank with one of the 

words given as options in order to make 

the sentence contextually and 

grammatically correct.



The investigation is at a crucial stage, therefore, 

if the accused is granted bail at this stage, it will 

________ collection of further evidence.

1. Impede

2. Hinder

3. Obstruct

4. Hamper

5. All of the above



Bishop’s counsel also ________ that further 

detention was not needed since he had been 

interrogated for hours before and after his 

arrest.

1. Ordered

2. Claimed

3. Acclaimed

4. Confessed

5. All of the above



The arrival of tourists to the destination has

__________ considerably after the Nipah

outbreak in Kozhikode district.

1. Declined

2. Surged

3. Enjoyed

4. Repulsed

5. All of the above



The spectacular show by Tata Motors in 

September clearly indicates that the company’s 

new generation cars are now finding buyers even 

in _______ times.

1. Dense

2. Commendatory

3. Inept

4. Difficult

5. All Of The Above



A handful of farmers  __________ at Kisan Ghat in 

the morning said that they were there for some 

mental peace. 

1. Heaped

2. Gathered

3. Squandered

4. Stacked

5. All Of The Above



The scheme seeks to ________ coverage for 

hospitalisation at the secondary and tertiary 

levels of healthcare.

1. Promote

2. Tend

3. Provide

4. Guard

5. None of the above



The public health expenditure in India, 

despite recent increases in ________, has 

been little over 1% of the gross domestic 

product (GDP).

1. Allocations

2. Ramifications

3. Results

4. Fragments

5. None of the above



It is important to note, however, that obtaining 

________ estimates of the extent of 

discrimination through self-reports is not a 

straight forward exercise.

1. Ascertaining

2. Accurate

3. Astonishing

4. Utilized

5. Ernest



The legal machinery for women’s rights is 

also at a ________ stage, with the State 

Commission for Women (SCW) established 

in 2005 only. 

1. Bearing

2. Terminating

3. Yielding

4. Tragic

5. Nascent



The Adivasi women of Jharkhand negotiate 

with power structures within the family system 

and society, and are further ________ in gender 

hegemonies that are part of larger shifts in the 

political economy.

1. Entrapped

2. Escaped

3. Rescued

4. Determined

5. None of the above



The following question has two 

blanks, each blank indicating that 

something has been omitted. Choose 

the set of words for each blank that 

best fits in the context of the 

sentence.



_____________ the trade war, geopolitical 

tensions in West Asia, uncertainty around Brexit 

and global slowdown are other _____________ 

driving the rally in gold price.

1. Besides, Factors

2. Among, Aspects

3. Beside, Controls

4. Exciting, Buildings

5. Calling, Goods



With good monsoon and a _____________ 

government, the situation may improve, but growth 

rate expectations are lower now than what we 

_____________ during the start of the year.

1. Steady, Formed

2. Stable, Envisaged

3. Worldly, Envisioned

4. Strong, Seen

5. Bonded, Sought



Considering the rapid penetration of mobile 

phones and the rise in use of social media in 

India, the _____________ of fake news is no longer 

a problem limited to the online world, especially 

because it has political, social and economic

_____________ on the ground.

1. Dissidence, Trade

2. Dissemination, Ramifications

3. Devolution, Career

4. Propagation, Transactions

5. Distribution, Transfusion



Short-term credit from NBFCs, frequently 

_____________ over, stands in for missing long-

term capital and a disruption in the cycle results in 

a crisis for both the financing companies and the 

builders _____________ on them for capital.

1. Looked, Dependent

2. Fared, Sulking

3. Rolled, Reliant

4. Pushed, Hungry

5. Exited, Fought



A functional bond market is vital for transparent

_____________ length finance, to better

_____________ resources for long-gestation 

infrastructure projects.

1. Arm’s, Allocate

2. Palm’s, Promote

3. Hand’s, Facilitate

4. Ear’s, View

5. Elbow’s, Bear



Defense Research and Development 

Organisation would _______ the investigation 

into the Hyundai i20 fire cars that ___________ in 

Kolkata.

1. Lead, occurred

2. Ancient, assumed

3. Enquired, controlled

4. Secondary, rejected

5. Tumid, care



The State administration has ____________ to 

recover damages of _________________ public 

property from protestors of Agneepath Scheme.

1. Decided, demolished

2. Advised, solved

3. Committed, soared

4. Declared, mantled

5. Used, excluded



Kobian is _____________ in the business of 

manufacturing and distributing computer 

peripherals ______________ motherboard, 

monitor, power product, computer casing, etc.

1. Worked, discovering

2. Engaged, including

3. Conserved, using

4. Suspected, demonstrating

5. Associated, keeping



In a dynamic and ___________________

unstructured trade environment, sustainability 

and innovation are being ______________

demanded of the top management companies.

1. Progressively, increasingly

2. Highly, extremely

3. Increasingly, moderately

4. Excessively, steadily

5. Detriment, losing



Capricorns are ______________ in nature, but are 

loyal and _________________ of their loved ones. 

1. Reserved, sympathetic

2. Assisting, visualized

3. Disturbances, associated

4. Nature, issued

5. Consonance, contract



Hence the _____________ need for demand-side 

management, less-water intensive seeds, 

_____________ pricing of irrigation water, and 

aligning cropping patterns with agro-climatic 

conditions

1. Critical, Finance

2. Hard, Suitable

3. Solemn, Super

4. Pressing, Efficient

5. Secondary, Serious



It may be useful to consider _____________ off all 

agricultural and social-sector lending into a 

separate entity which may be government owned 

and controlled and allow the corporate lending part 

of the PSBs to be _____________ .

1. Breaking, Humanized

2. Calling, Submitted

3. Hiving, Privatized

4. Facing, Protected

5. Raising, Guided



Officials and people’s representatives failing in 

their duty to ensure proper _____________ of 

safety norms and those _____________ in flouting 

these norms must be punished.

1. Implementation, Complicit

2. Accuracy, Symmetric

3. Enforcement, Implicit

4. Execution, Explicit

5. Illumination, Cooperating



All those extra hours that the MPs are 

_____________ up in the _____________ house 

discussing demands for grants of ministries, 

though, is not going too well with the support staff 

and security officials.

1. Breaking, Down

2. Shoring, Hut

3. Eyeing, Lane

4. Putting, House

5. Propping, Building



Rightly, the government has acknowledged that 

the current rental laws are archaic as they do not 

address the relationship between the 

_____________ and the _____________ 

realistically and fairly.

1. lessor, landlord

2. lessee, tenant

3. lessor, lessee

4. lessor, lesser

5. lessee, leasing



In each of the questions given below, a paragraph 

is given which has some blanks and those blanks 

have to be filled with the same word out of five 

words given below it. You have to choose that 

same word as your answer and fill up the blanks 

with that appropriate word.



You should not make any ____________ remark 

against your colleagues since they are with you 

through thick and thin. If they also revert with any 

____________ comment you may not be able to tolerate 

it at your end. Therefore, it is in your own best interests 

that you should refrain from making ____________ 

comment on anybody.

1. Docile

2. Destructive

3. Derogatory

4. Eccentric



The way that he is progressing in life it can be said 

that he has quite a ____________ future. If 

something is not done to correct this, nobody will be 

able to change this ____________ picture that is 

being painted by him only. This can well be 

understood from the ____________ look in the eyes 

of his parents and teachers.

1. Callous

2. Bleak

3. Earnest

4. Benevolent



It is very important to ____________ to rules and 

regulations in life if you want to achieve something. 

If you are a person who hates discipline and cannot 

____________ to any stupid set of norms, you should 

definitely opt for startup stints. There you will not 

have to ____________ anything fixed and you can 

only focus on your performance.

1. Attest

2. Adhere

3. Abate

4. Reject



His concern for the affected children is so 

____________ that it can be understood without giving 

much thought. It is not his fault though because all his 

family members are ____________ in all their dealings 

and they do not care much about anything in life. It is 

because of this ____________ nature of his family that 

they have not got many friends in the neighbourhood.

1. Stupendous

2. Superficial

3. Substantial

4. Spurious



____________ people hardly find it difficult to manage 

multiple things in life simultaneously but normal people 

suffer in such situations. That is one trait that makes the 

____________ persons different from the rest of the lot 

though other qualities also should be taken into account. 

That is why people are mostly envious of ____________ 

people as they will never be able to match their caliber. 

1. Lucid

2. Functional

3. Successful

4. Sterile



The ____________ between both the parties was 

signed by the representatives from the two leading 

firms. Most of the board members were in 

____________ with the proposal to merge the two 

companies for the purpose of survival. This

____________ will pave the way for further 

development of the sector in the country.

1. Agreement

2. Custom

3. Victory

4. Ratification



Nobody knew that such an ____________ situation 

would arrive at the venue full with guests and 

celebrities. Everybody was giving ____________ smile 

without understanding what to do next. The 

____________ situation was tackled very well by the 

hosts and the anchors present there without 

compromising much.

1. Authentic

2. Awkward

3. Earnest

4. Ideal



We had a very ____________ chat during the whole 

interview process but I fail to understand why they 

have not selected me. The panel members were 

very ____________ in pointing out the fact that I 

would fit in their scheme of things perfectly. They 

even appreciated my ____________ responses to all 

their questions.

1. Candid

2. Utility

3. Celebrated

4. Liberal



There is no ____________ that can stop a winner 

since the will to win is more important than 

anything. Any ____________ coming in between you 

and your destination can be used as an 

experience. This experience will give you mental 

strength to face any such ____________ in the 

future.

1. Abash

2. Adversity

3. Axiom

4. Bewitching



There is no point in harboring any kind of 

____________ against anybody for a long point of 

time. The ____________ that you are holding against a 

person is actually holding you back. You need to 

understand that in order to be happy you should let 

certain things go and a long-pending ____________ is 

one of them.

1. Gratitude

2. Hapless

3. Grudge

4. Glut
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